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I. , INTRODUCTION

This study of the economic development of Costa Rica

analyzes the historical behavior of several economic variables

and their interdependence as these affect the orocess of

economic growth. In addition, economic evolution is analyzed

w ithin the broader context of the nation-state, where the role

of the economy is influenced by and influences changes in political

and social structures.

Costa Rica is an almost unique case in the Latin America

history because of the land tenure patterns which developed uring

the colonial period. These are responsible in no small measure

for the social, political, and economic organization of the

country today. A very small Indian population, an absence of rich

mineral resources, and the unfortunate economic policy of the

colonial Audiencia de Guatemala effectively killed the incipient

trade of the colony of Costa Rica, so that a self-sufficient

subsistence agriculture predominated. instead of the colonial

hacienda economic organization, the family agricultural unit emerged

as the basis for economic survival.

This economic organization deeply affected initial social

relations, resulting in the formation of a society in which

class differences were very slight or nonexistent. Politi-cally,

this social. and economic organization provided the basis for the

successful institution of democratic stem of government which

did not, however, insure a godwrigrelationship btween state
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and economy. A "laissez-faire" economic policy evolved which,

in the case of coffee production, processing, and marketing,

permitted the emergence of a powerful economic group with a

dependant, newly-created landless laborer group. The econon1a-col ly

powerful group soon controlled the government and used its power

for its own benefit, not only reroetuating its own economic power

but also restricting economic o~rortunities for the lower classes.

This restriction of economic ooportunities took the form of

land ownership concentration in the Meseta Central where coffee

is grown and where possession of land still provides many economic

opportunities with a good internal market for most agricultural

products. It is. only recently that rapid po,.ulation growth and

the limited economic opportunities in the Meseta have combined to

cause a heavy migratory movement to other areas with available

publ ic. lands.

Allowing occupation of public lands and oroviding means

whereby private individuals could acquire a legal title to the

occupied land served as an escaPe valve, preventing the build-up

of social pressures and permitting the government, in the hands

of the coffee oligarchy, to dedicate most of its energies to the

development of the coffee industry.

Means for the legal acquisition of land through occupation

were never very effective in practice. The bureaucratic process

usually involved great expenditures for occupants who usually had
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but limited financial resources. As a result, this policy created

a large subsistence sector in the outer provinces characterized by
virtual isolation, very littl e trade, and politica-I dependence

on a faraway government influenced by interests rooted in the

Meseta Central.

Employment off the land has not increased at a rate fast

enough to absorb the yearly increments in the labor force. While

industrial production grows at rather high rates, industrial

employment rates are increasing much more slowly due to capital

intensive methods of production, in the 1960-64 period,

industrial employment was able to provide employment to only1

percent of the yearly increment in the labor force,

The possibilities of expanding employment in commercial farms,

arbitrarily defined as those using hired labor throughout the year,

do not seem good. At present these farms are actually uttinu

labor costs with widespread mechanization and a Shift to cattle

production, both labor-saving activities,

The move away from labor intensive methods stems from the

need to remain competitive in international markets and to secure

a reasonab le irinvestment return when prices of agricultural

commodities remain arbitrarily fixed in the face of rising ro

duction costs.

In Costa Rica lea csl fctor

of product ion. Gvrmn omtett oilwlaeporm

and the enactment of lao asntol euaigmnmum wage



but also defining the r-ights and liabilities of employers and

employees, together with a commitment to provide credit at low

interest rates for the Durchase of farm machinery (subsidized by

tax exemption and differential exchange rates) have resulted in a

relative increase in the price of labor and in a subsequent

substitution of capital.

The rise in cattle production at the expense of ,other crops

is also influenced by the relative increase in the price of labor,

as well as soil fertility and prestige considerations.

Therefore,' a significant number of people have to mi'grate to

new agricultural areas each year, resulting in an expansion of the

subsistence sector. However, if Costa Rica is to provide its

people with rising standards .of living, it must integrate the

already large subsistence sector into the political and economic

system.

There are powerful limiting factors to a rapid expansion of

the national economy. 'The first is a chronic imbalance of

international payments, ,limiting the rate at which industrialization

can proceed, since industrialization depends on foreign investment

for necessary capital goods. It is not at all certain that

foreign investment will be available at favorable rates.
Furthermore, most of the industries in Costa Rica are of the

"conversion" type relying on imported inputs, further adding to

balance of payments problems.
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The agricultural sector has historically been the source.

of fOreign exchange earnings, with coffee and bananas accounting

for about 85 percent- of exports. Expanding production of --these

two coMmodities would increase foreign exchange earnings, but.

physi cal and market limitations effectively reduce the poss l-

ities of expansion. Both products require soil and climate con-

ditions found only in limited areas of the .country.. These areas

wfi I-Ch a're aready aImost fully e )loited in the case ,. f coffee,

are also currently facing market restri'ctions through international.

quotas. Recent efforts to diversify exports through

production ofcotto and beef have had some success. NeverthelI es s,

foreign exchange earnings from agricultre cannot be expected to

grow at asufficiently rapid rate to provide capital"inputs for

a drap id indust r i a l expans ion without areducti in consumption

levels.

The integration of the subsistencesector into the market

oriented economymay increase balance of payments problems if

ra i s ing the per capi ta income in thesubitence sector increases

the demand for imported consumergoods. Nevertheless, such

integration is necessary to enlarge the internal ,ma rket for

industrial products, a necessary precondition to industrial

expansion. Though the Central American Common Market has

broadened thepossibilities f industril growth, the lack of

effecti|ve demand i s st il l the chie limi tat |ion ,to. the establi!shment ..
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of new industries and the expansion of those already in operation.

This in turn limits the opportunities for foreign investment.

A still more important consideration in the proposed

integration of the subsistence sector into the economy is the

political and social cost of continued discrimination. Costa Rica-

must extend citizenship through development and equalization of

opportunities if it wants to preserve a constittilonaM deatocatic

form of government.

Subsistence agriculture found in Costa Rica does not fall

into the traditional Latin American mold, but instead can be

characterized as frontier agriculture. The important difference

between traditional subsistence and frontier agriculture is that

stagnation occurs in the former while growth exists in the latter.

This growth stems from an imbalance between exnectations and

achievement, and is sustained by maintaining that disequilibrium.

There must be a certain level of achievement, for otherwise

expectations will be revised downwards. Provision of a certain

basic structure will allow a self-sustained process of rising

levels of achievement, causing expectations to rise and assuring

that disequilibrium between the two which provides the will to

develop. It is more costly both in time and money to create the

disequilibrium than to maintain it. The present existence of

this disequilibrium in most subsistence areas in Costa Rica makes

it possible for these areas to develop from "wvithin" without the

need to invest large amounts of resources.
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Most subsistence farmers own or occupy more land than

they are presently cultivating. In addition, most subsistence

farmers must work as part-time laborers since their farms cannot

support their families even at subsistence levels. The latter

condition provides a desire for financial independence and the

former provides the means thereto, The objective of becoming

an independent farmer is in turn viewed as the means to improve

standard of living.

Present institutional arrangements and the occupation of

land with or without property rights does not, as many farmers

are finding out, provide the means to a better standard of

living. While security of tenancy is a necessary condition for

the economic development of agriculture, it is by no means

sufficient since investment decisions are made in the light of
other considerations, of which the most important are market,

financial and technical.

The building of roads and market facilities, as well as

the provision of technical assistance and research, require

sizable amounts of resources which the national government is

not about to provide for a number of reasons. Construction and

maintenance of local roads is the responsibility of the local

municipio, which for that purpose levies a road tax on all

residents of the municipality on the basis of how much road

frontage each property has without any regard to the quality

of the road serving that property.
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While the yield of such a tax is relatively large, it often

represents a drain of scarce resources because the funds extracted

are never returned in the form of new or better roads. Instead,

costly highways lead to the entrances of the farms of certain

politically powerful persons.

Another important tax, federal rather than local, is the land

tax, levied on holders of land with or without clear legal titles.

These two taxes indicate the existence of possible investment

funds in the subsistence areas, which, if reinvested in the form

of public services, could substantially accelerate local development.

This is "development from within" and is also a means of providing

government support at no extra cost for increasing levels of

achievement. In other words, this is the way to provide security

of expectations.

Before presenting the results of the field investigations which

led to the above conclusions, the historical background of current

agricultural conditions will be outlined.



I I. COLONIAL LAND TENURE PATTERNS AND

THE INTRODUCTION, OFCOFFEE

The first permanent settlement in Costa Rica by the Spanish

was in 1564 at Cartago, lying at an altitude of 1,450 meters just

below the highest point of the Meseta Central at about the

geometric center of the country nowhere else has a town

lying in the interior highlands, difficult of access on every

side, exerted such an influence. Costa Rica was from the very

beginning a 'central' land."1

This mode of settlement played a very important role in

shaping the development of Costa Rica. Not only did it effectively

isolate the colony from the rest of the world. but it concentrated

population in a relatively small area known as the Meseta Central,

comprising only about 8 percent of the total area of the country.

This area is best suited for coffee production and concentrated

settlement was in large part responsible for both the quick

adoption of coffee as a profitable crop and the fast rise in its

product ion.

There were relatively few Indians here, some of whoimrefused

to submit peacefully to the Spanish rule, resulting in a relative

scarcity of Indian labor for agricultural pursuits. There were

"White Settlement in Costa Rica," The
Geraphical Review October 1939., p. 54+2.
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no mineral deposits to speak of, and-the flow of Spanish settlers

stopped arriving almost completely-at an early date; 
in 1676, a

century after Cartago was founded, the number of Spaniards

remained almost-the same as in 1570.
2 The scarcity of population-

Soranish as wellas Indian--and the )"central land" factor retarded

the economic develooment of the, colony and laid: the basis for a

social and economic organization quite unique in colonial Spanish

America.

Trade with other Central American colonies was never

speci fically forbidden (though it was taxed), but difficult

communicationsand-high costs of transportation often resulted in

production, transportation, and tax costs higher than the value

of the product. This was the case with the few exoorts of cocoa

to Nicaragua. Another factor inhibiting intraregional'trade was

the similarity ofagri ultural commodities produced in each Central

American colony.

Costa Rica's production was thus directed to providing for

local necessities, resulting in the-formation of thinlyscattered

subsistence farms. In such isolation the colonial economy completely

disintegrated and became in the fullest sense of the term a-sub-

sistence economy. In 1719, Governor 'Diego de la Haya Fernandez

2See Francisco Montero Barrantes, Elementos de historia de
.Costa ....Rica., (San Jos ; 1892), Vol. 1.
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reported to the.Spanish King.that people lived on their plots

(ratherthan in the by-now largely empty Cartago) and produced

only. what: they consumed, coming to town only on Sundays for Mass.

According to-the same report, the cocoa bean was used as money.

There were no barbers, doctors, or even, food markets, making

subsistence farming a necessity for everyone, even the Governor

h i ms en. I f3

The scarcity of Indian labor and the lack of markets for

agricultural products prevented the formation.of the large

haciendas-so prevalent in the rest of Latin America. Under such

economic conditions social and class distinctions were v i rtual Ily

elim inated, and new institutions growing out of the: need to cope

with a situation new to the Spanish colonial experience were

-created. -.:;Transplanted Spanish institutions. contributing to the

survival and-accumulation of wealth of Spaniards in other colonies,

could not function in Costa Rica.

,.Legal possession of land through occupancy was a part of

Spanish law. An individual could claim legal title to land which

had- been occupied and cultivated by him for a specifc number of

years--usually 8 to 10, Through these procedures large amounts of

land could-be and were claimed when there existed sufficient amounts

of Indian labor to work it. In Costa Rica the use of these-,

S 3 1nforme del oendrDeod a aaa e,11,a

quoted in Fernandez Bonill L € olecci()n deDocumentos para la

hi stor ia de Cos ta Rc,1889, o. V pp7 "77-.
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procedures did not result in the,- formation--of large landholdings

but provided instead the legal basis for the formation of small

fami ly units.

The most "important institution emerging from this new

situation was the set of rules regarding the way iin which land

was used. 'These rules supported the view that the settlers had

a linatural right"to use of as much land as was necessary to sub-

s i st. "This became ;'common law" later recogni zed and expl icitly

included in the lega-l fr'amework of the independent nation, This

princijp.le proved., important to the introduction of a widespread

coffee production.

After independence in 1821, it was realized -that coffee had

great potential for providing the economi c opportun ities so

desperately needed. With the family farm as the predominant,;

economic-unit, these opportuni ties would be avai lable to manyA- As

a result, coffe e production grew rapidly. -As Castillo points out

in discussing the development ;of the coffee industry in Central

Amer i ca:

In Costa Rica, for example, internalorder had been
consolidated at an early date and there were no large
reserves of aquasi-slave manpcvIer. Thus, i.t was
possible in this country to apply the full energies of
a free labor force and the potential ities of a tradition
of hard work to the development of the coffee industry
well before it could even be started in the rest of
the region.

4

4 Carlos M. Castillo, Growth and Integration in Central

America (New York: Praeger,' 1966), p. 22.
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As already noted, the Meseta Central conta ins both the

ecol og i cal I conditions conducive to production of thehighest

quality coffee and the population density suitable to coffee:

production. Thus, from the beginning Costa Rica produced fHine

coffee, for sUre markets at relatively high prices.,

- .Throughout the history of the-coffee industry the state has

been the mai n, driving force behind its expansion. ImmediateIy

after :independence in 1821, the main concern ofthe Costa Rican

government was findling ways to lleviate the poverty inherited

from 'the colonial period. 'In that year the A iet of San

Jose gave away for the first time tracts of public-land to those

ing to-growcoffee on them and aIso suplied,: free of charge,

the necessary coffee seeds. Four years later in 1825,, coffee

production-was exempted from the 10 per cent.tax which the Church

collelcted from most agricultural, products and ,in1831 a the

land on which coffee had been grown for at least five years was

declared the private property of those growing .the coffee.,

These measures--land grants and tax exemptions-continued

to be used heavily during a long period as a means of accelerating

coffee expans ion. Up until 1860,, the .measures taken to expand

coffee production were considered beneficial to both private and

public, interests. Theractice of making coffee lands the

private property of the l served apubli purpose

ex pa n ding l and ownershp Taxexemptin ffee :prodMucto
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also resulted in widespread benefits, since at that time becoming

a coffee producer was a fairly simple process.

The first coffee beans (50,000 pounds) were exported to

Chile in the year 1832. Trade with Chile continued to increase
steadily until 1844, when the British market was opened.

The opening of this new market marks the beginning of a

period in which profound economic and social changes occurred in

Costa Rica. Export-import activity began to create wealth inequal-

ities which later resulted in the concentration of land and coffee

production in the hands of a small group of merchants. When the

London importers began to advance financial resources on future

crops to the Costa Rican exporters, new powerful commercial firms

began to emerge. These new firms not only exported the coffee to

England, but also imported consumer goods to meet a rapidly

increasing demand.

As the financial strength of these firms grew, they became

financial intermediaries for the acquisition of coffee land and

the concentration of coffee production. The capital obtained from

the London merchants as an advance on the next coffee crop was loaned

by the local exporters to coffee producers. The lenders would

then receive the coffee crop as payment for the loan or, as was

often the case, foreclose the farm if the value of the crop was

not enough to cover the loan.

The process of: farm foreclosure and land concentration was

very gradual until 1851. According to the observations Meagher
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made in that yea r "To me it is very satisfactory to see what

the agricultural -statistics showand.that is the fact that two-

thirds of thetpopulation are made up of landowners. .Almost every

man has his own farm, mules, chickens,hogs, and his sugar, or coffee
5

plantation."5  Beginneing in the year 1858,however, the process of

land concentration was greatly-accelerated by the.introduction of
expensive new machinery into the coffee industry, especially .into

processing activities. Many smaller farmers. could notmake the

necessary investments to remain competitive and sold out. Others

got into debt and eventually lost their farms.

In, this same period the powerful economic group- oflarge.coffee

growers, who were also money lenders, exporters and importers,

got Control of the government. Juan Rafael Mora. president in

1849, though a powerful coffee grower himself, .was :alarmed by the

magnitude of the process of land concentration through money lend-

ing activities. He tried to put a halt to it by creating a

national bank which would provide credit tothe smal farmers at

reasonable interest rates, He was never able to carry out his

project, however, for he was ousted and shot in 1858 in a move

sponsored by the group whose interests would have been hurt by

the creation of such a bank. A mortgage law was passed -in 1 865., but

it in no way hampered the process of land concentration; it gave a

5Cited in Rodlrigo obeaciom, os ricns
(San Jose: Edi tor ial Soe Vovede 1942)..... 27
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higher degree of security to the money lender without any real

protection to the borrower. Under this law the owner of a piece

of land, duly-registered in the Public Register established for

such purposes,'could have the value of his.. property divided into

shares, each share represented by a bond. At any time, and with

perfect safety for the bank or the money lender, funds could be

raised on these bonds which were used as collateral.
6

It is impossible now to get information on the rate of

property transfers for some of the years in this period. However,

the value of such transfers for the year 1892 as well as the'

value of the properties mortgaged during the same year is

available. Table I shows-this information by provinces. The

four provinces (San Jose., Heredia, Alajuela, and, Cartago) with

highest values of transfers as well-as mortgages are located in

the Meseta Central. (The unusually high value of mortgages for

the province of Limon on the Atlantic cost reflects the banana

growing activity in this area, organized largely on the sale of

bananas to large foreign concerns.)

The table shows the extent of the process of land concentra-

tion through foreclosure procedures, which became increasingly

common after 1860. The magnitude of property transfers can be

better appreciated by noting that the value of all the property

registered up to 1892 is recorded in the Public Register to be

" The law and the prccedures are described .in J. 13. Calvo,

The Reoublic of Costa Rica (New York: Rand McNally, 1890).
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Table 1. Costa Rice:, Value of the Transfer of Real Estate
and Mortgages, 1892,. by Province.,(In Gold DollIars,)

Provinces

San Jose.-

Heredia

Alajuela

Ca rtago:

Guanacaste.

Lim *n

Punta renas

TOTAL

Value of
Va Iue ;of
transfers

1,835,162

1,180,532

1,027,155

731,156

43,320

258,612

6 5

5,.1911 4,8 2

VaIue of
mortgages

,371),877

13,387

222,591

384,,053

90,910

475,734

12,463

2,6 89, 067

Source: -Adapted from Memoria de Gobernacion (San Jos : 1892).

$46,968,170 gold dollars. in other words, according to value,

11.1 percent of all registered property changed hands in 1892.

Concentration of land and coffee production, together with

continuing state protection of the coffee industry and a growing

pooulation resulted in the formation of a new class of landless

laborers, At the beginning of this- process laborers cduId

command a fair share in the very modest wealth of the country

because a man could always occuoy and till land on his own. In

time, the decline of the growth rate in the coffee industry without

a corres ponding increase in other sectors meant that the economic
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oosition of the landless laborers steadily deteriorated as their

number Increased.
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III. DEVELOPMENT WITH LIMITED SUPPLIES OF LABOR,

1321-1920

Arthur Lewis has analyzed the process whereby employment

in the capitalistic sector expands as capital formation occurs.

This process takes place in a subsistence agricultural economy

from which labor can be drawn in unlimited supplies into the

capitalistic sector by paying a wage only a fraction higher than

the earnings in the subsistence sector. This condition allows

the creation of a surplus in the capitalist sector. permitting

capital formation to proceed and expanding employment in a continuous

process. The model requires that the productivity of labor in the

subsistence sector remain low; otherwise earnings in the subsistence

sector will rise as labor is withdrawn from it. making it

necessary to raise wages in the capitalist sector and hence reduc-

ing the capitalist surplus used for expansion. This expansion

is accelerated as an increasing proportion of national income is

reinvested. Thus the process "by which a community which was

previously saving and investing 4 or 5 percent of its national

income or less, converts itself into an economy where voluntary

saving is running at about 12 to 15 percent of national income

or more," which is the "central problem in the theory of economic

devel opment."117

Labor," A . N. Ijarwala and SP.inh(eds,), The Eooiso
Unerevlomen~ (Ne York:-Oxford Uiesty PresS, 1963).
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Economic development in Costa Ri ca however, from independence

in 1821 until about 1920 reveals the Lewis model to be inadequate.

The cornerstone of the Lewis model is the existence of an unliovited

supply of labor at a fixed institutional wage. In Costa Rica

during the earlier part of the period mentioned such a situation

did not exist. hhwever, capitalist expansion during this period

came to a stop, causing the creation of an unlimited supply of

labor in later years and the appearance of the other conditions

which make the Lewis model operative.

With the introduction of coffeea .capitalist sector was

created in Costa Rica, The activity of the coffee industry

generated asurplus or profit and created investment funds for

capital formation. As already descr'ibed, the development of the

coffee industry exhibited immediate and wide producer participa-

tion. In terms of our discussion here, there was an almost com-

plete change from a subsistence economy too a capitalist one. Or,

if you will, a complete withdrawal of thelabor force into the

cap ita li st sector. ... -

According to the census of 1892, the population stood at

243,205; there were 8,366 coffee farms with 26,911,078 coffee

trees which produCed a crop of 17,388,704 kilograms valued at

10, 954,71 4 ' pesos. An acre of coffee contains about 450 trees so

there were about 59,802 acres pl anted i n coffee in that year.

The same census est imates the number of able-bodied - men from 1 8
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to -50 years- ofage, which we may take as the labor -force, at

34,273 .Considering only the Meseta Central, where most coffee

is -grown, the figure drops to 30,232ms-88.3 percent of the total

labor force.

;From, these figures, then,-the average s ize of an 1892

coffee farm was 7.15 acres with a potentia 1.maximum of 3.61workers

per farm.. l.In reality, of course, the actual number of workers

available tothe coffee farms was-much lower., since a number of

other activities besides coffee growing demanded labor.

Before, the introduction of cof fce, Costa Rca was self-

sufficient in most food crops and even exported, them in small

quantities. These crops weregrown almost exclusively in the

Meseta .,Central where 84 percent of the population lived in 1892.

But coffee displaced most food production as evidenced by imports

of staple commodities for 1893.

The- imports represent 12.4 percent of the. total value of

exports, It is 'interesting to note that even tobacco, which for

many years was one of the few and at one time the most.important
of the export co e had to be imported.

The scarcity of labor stemming from this wide par ti cipation

i-n the cap i tal ist sector was not only reflected in high wages

which, diminshed the capitalist surplus, but was also the main

var.ial constraining es and the
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Table 2. Costa Rica: Values of Imports of Subsistence Products,

1893 (Gold Pesos)

Commodities Value

Wheat flour 289,418

Wheat 2,418

Corn 42,818

Beans 29,416

Rice 64,557

Tobacco 6,437

Butter, lard 78,416

Source: Adapted from G. Niederlein, The Republc of Costa

R (Philadelphia: The Philadelphia Commercial Museum, no date).

The introduction of new techniques into coffee growing and

processing around 1860 required more capital and a larger volume

of production than the family size farmer could manage. These

new techniques were introduced in part to alleviate the labor

shortages. Many larger producers also used the new techniques

to create a larger supply of hired labor. Smaller producers who

could not afford the new machinery were forced either to sell

their farms or to take a lower price for their coffee. With new

process ing methods, small farmers had to sell to big nrr .......
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who more or less arbitrarily set the price. Lower coffee prices

to the small coffee oroducers raised the number of farm fore-

closures while reducing the attractiveness of the coffee business

for the small farmer.8

Thus, while the laboring class was swelled by dispossessed

farmers, labor shortages continued. Apart from settlement of

part of the increment in the labor force on the public lands

still available in the Meseta, there was also an increase in the

demand for labor as the public sector began to expand. Wages

continued to increase.

The revenues of the government increased tremendously after

1870 through import duties made possible by coffee exports.
These revenues were almost immediately used in the creation of

public facilities lacking for so long in Costa Rica. The first

step of the government to facilitate the coffee trade, still the

major source of government revenue, was to improve the c(mmunica-

tion system between the Meseta and the seas. The construction

of a railway to the Atlantic was contracted. port facilities were

created, and other public works were undertaken including the

improvement of roads in the Meseta itself.

All these activities demanded labor. The many attempts to

solve the labor problem, including efforts to stimulate immigration
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by providing incentives in the form of land grants, were never

successful. It was deemed necessary to import Chinese and

Negroes to work on railway construction.

The scarcity of labor, then, affected not only the coffee

industry but also most activities. Wages kept on rising of course,

in the year 1888, "the salary of a good workman, fromi the day

laborer to the fine artisan or mechanic. varies from $1 to $5 per

day of 10 working hours; wages which, in proportion to his

expenses, permit him to save--the cost of living being com-

paratively cheap.",9

The scarcity of labor thus maintained a relatively equal

distribution of income even in the face of growing inequalities

in land ownership. This equality of income substantially reduced

the availability of investment funds, generated solely in the.

agricultural sector.,by reducing-proffits. Capital resulting from

savings made possible by higher earnings of the laboring class

did not compensate for the loss of profits in the capitalist

(export) sector, since levels of consumption were high. This

fact emerges in Table 3, which shows the composition and value

of imports in 1893.

While the value of imports of wine,cognac, and cashmeres

was 534,084 gold pesos,- .the valueof the imports of machinery and

implements was only 101,181t gold pesosI These figures give a clear

9Calvo, op. cit., o. 130.
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Indication of the high levels of consumption which Costa Ricans

enjoyed in 1893, particularly since the population at that time

was estimated at 2431205. These figures, therefore, also

indicate low levels of investment,

Table 3. Costa Rica: Value and Composition of Total ports,

189'3 (in Gold P..S)

Commodity, Value Commodity Val-Iue.

Wheat flour
Wheat
Corn
Beans
Rice
Tobacco

Beer
Wines
Drugs medicines
Per fume s
il pai n ts

Fence wire
Sacks for coffee.Furniture

Shoes
Hardware
Cashmeres
Implements
Mach inery
Mercury
Cloth
Cotton goods
Mixed. cotton & woolen

289,418

42,818
29416
64, 557
61,o17
78,416
94,0o64,

159, 815
171,9336

25,174
i 6,603
61,p248
25,577
44,756b
74,038

261,025
27, 291
73,893

150,It582
65, 742

121,589
21,587

Prints
Fancy articles
Sugar
Cotton shirts
Preserved meats-
Coa i
Ready-made'clothing
Cognac
Cotton d r *ils
Preserv'/ a. fruits
RaIlroad materia
Ga l v ,n ized iron
Ordinary soap
Fine jewelry
Cotton shirting
Chinaware
Machetes
Manta-cruda
Sewing machinles
Cotton handkerchiefs
Sardines
Candles
Matches
Cigars

Source: Adapted
Rica, (Phi.ladelphia:

from Niederle in, The RepublI ic of Costa
The Philadelphia Commercial Museum, n.d.).

378, 209
211,483
42,693
1,094

14,597
101,959
34,888
13, 244
79, 226
29, 830

232.,608
9,896

20,800
37,220
92,310
15,9944
9,491

34,033
29,869
1 2,819
18,983
44,354
14,527
14,427
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,As long as the expansi on of the capital ist sector was

synonymous, with the expansion, of the coffee industry, investment

mainly took the form of developing new coffee, p.lantations, an

investment requiring mainly, labor and needing-only a wage fund.

The main constraint in the rapid expansion of this sector was

the scarcity of labor rather than investment funds.

During this period Costa Rica was not plagued by the persistent

balance of payments problem which today effectively restricts the

development of thecountry. This favorable trade balance points

to an availability of foreign exchange with which capital goods

for creation of an industrial sector could have been acquired.

While the population and the effective demand for manufactured

goods were small, industrial production in this period did not

require large markets. Furthermore, competition in international

markets was less of a problem and a market for almost any manu-

factured .good could have been easily-found, especially in other

parts of Latin America.

Scarcity of labor coupled with state policies perhaps explain

the failure to establish an industrial sector which could have

provided economic opportunities when the coffee industry lagged.

High wages and a financial structure directed toward coffee pro-

duction as well as the lack of state interest in protecting and

stimulating industrial activity effectively killed any efforts

to industrial ize., At the time people saw no need to undertake

other economic activities when coffee was a great provider of
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wealth and when there I aWnot even enough manpower to take full

advantage of this crop. Costa Ricans seem to have not realized that
they were increasingltnomc well-being to

forces, over which they had no control, Furthermore, they should

have :recognized that coffee land was not unlimlted in supply and

that expansion of the coff e industry would inevitably face

limitations of, a physical'nature. Of course, at the end of the

nineteenth "century, government had fallen to big coffee interests;

under what 'maybe called full 'employment, nopressures to change

existing polices developed.

The economy continued to depend.almost exclusively on

coffee production. Even though bananas began to be exported in

18,their production never had*the influence of coffee though

the value of banana exports has at times exceeded that of coffee

exports.

Banana production did not have the multiplier effect that

coffee production did since it is controlled by foreigners,

profits are sent Out of the country, and the proportion of total

revenues going 'to wa ges is very low. Furthermore, government

revenues fro this source are unreasonably

average and marginal income tax rates for the country in general

and because of a sre ftaxexemptionst thecm

; .i/The population of Cot iabgntO gro at a ater rate
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than coffee production after the year 1889, when coffee exports

per capita reached an all time high of 96.8 pounds. A decrease

in the growth rate of coffee was a reaction to price changes.

After 1890, the price Of coffee began to fluctuate as did pro-

duction. Production came to depend not so much on the availability

of labor as on the situation of the world coffee markets. In

1900 widespread unemployment occurred as a result of a drop of

about 50 percent in the coffee prices. This economic depression

still persisted in 1902. Thus, coffee production alone could not

provide consistent economic opportunities for the growing popula-

tion, estimated at 234,217 in 1905.

Another consequence of the price drop was further deteriora-

tion of the land tenure structure. Many small farmers had gotten

credit to expand their coffee plantations under the high prices

of the late 1890's, a move which eventually resulted in the loss

of their farms.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, then, the

capitalist sector was no longer able to absorb the natural increases

in population and a subsistence sector began to be re-created.

The problem was not yet very serious, for coffee prices did rise

again and the population, not too large, was still located almost

exclusively in the Meseta Central,

The institutional framework developed around coffee production

continued :to serve ...interests of -the coffee- growers, who were
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becoMing proport!ionall y fewer in number. However these institu'"

t ions were unable. to meet needs of the rest of the population.

Econ-omic opportun , i-ties in the coffee industry grew scarce, and

real wages continuallly deteriorated as money wages declined with

the demand for labor., Meanwhile, the prices of basic foods

increased as -local- producti on failed to provide for local needs.

This scarcity of agricultural products for locaI consumpt ion

once a result" of-the, scarcity of labor, no occurredbecausethe

institutional framework set up to serve the coffee industry did

not support iother' productive activities. It was extremely, hard

to get credit to grow corn, forinstance, because land planted to

corn was not as valuable as land planted to coffee; the coffee

plantation itself was valued as collateral, not the land.

Furthermore, each time coffee prices went down, so did government

revenues, The- government .had to borrow from the banks, which in

turn restricted their operations to financing coffee production

to the detriment of the other economic activities. This phenomenon

continues to the present day,

The, di fferent iat ion between the capitalist(export) sector

and the subsistence. (domestic) sector began and was furthered, by

policies adopted by the state after 1920 nthe early 900

the decreasing marginal productivity of labor, in the subsistence

sector resulted ...in lower incomes and in a concentration of

export production. The concmiant agr profits craedasetting
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(after 1920) where the Lewis model became potentially operative.

However, development did not take place, for reasons outlined in

the next section4
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IV. EXPANSION OF THE SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY

In the face of fluctuating coffee prices in the world market,

after 1920 the state adopted measures to protect the coffee

industry. The measures taken were: Tax exemptions; a strengthen-

ing of the financial structure serving the coffee industry; other

subsidies to lower transportation costs; and, at one time, the

assurance of a minimum price for the coffee crop.

Despite all these measures, growth in coffee industry

virtually ceased and for some time even declined, with a sub-

sequent decline in employment, Large coffee growers continued

to make handscme profits due to state policy outlined above as

well as falling wageS. Since coffee exoansion was now very

slow, a large surplus of funds was not reinvested in the coffee

industrywhich could have been made available 
to diversify

capitalist expansion.

However, surpluses were hoarded because the same institutional

structure which had protected coffee made 
it difficult to Invest

in other activities.
Meanwhile, the public sector depended on,import duties as

its chief source of revenue. The failure of imports to increase,

since exports failed to grow fast enough, forced the government

to reduce substantially its -ublic works programs, in turn

l 0
s ee Ca rmen S. deMlavas Si, ECafrnaHoi e Csta!

Ria(San Jose: .....iadd osaRia 15)
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reducing employment opoortunities in this sector. Commerce in

general, largely on imoorts, also depended on coffee exports to

orovide necessary foreign exchange. In addition, worsening

income distribution reduced consumption and hoarding by the rich

in a gold standard economy further reduced business.

By 1925, employment opportunities had become so scarce that

salaries for agricultural workers had dropped to about three U.S.

cents per hour, only a fraction of the going wages at the beginning

of the century. This deterioration was further aggravated by

Infl at i on.

In 1930, a series of protest demonstrations demanded state

action to improve existing conditions. The government response,

however, was not only limited by economic and physical constraints,

but also by the tremendous political power of the coffee industry.

Under these circumstances the state permitted occupation of

public lands as a means to eliminate existing pressures. A series

of laws passed in the 1930's set forth procedures by which certain

amounts of public land could be alienated to private individuals.

By 1941, the amount of land claimable by one person was set at 100

hectares if it was to be used for crops and to 300 hectares if it

was to be used .for: l ivestock production.

This land policy solution to the unemployment problem created

two other problems: Expansion of subsistence agriculture and

appearance of large land holdings outside the Meseta. By 1930,
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al I land on the Meseta wasin the, hands of private individuals.

The f pos ti es f or econocmic progressamong ind-iidua s takIng

advantage of land settlement laws were verylimited, since

everywhere outside the Meseta the frontier areas lacked communica-

tions, publicfacilities, and in generaI the 'presence of the state.

In these new areas a self-sufficient type of farm, providing only

the minimum subsistence needs, emerged:,

The expansion of the subsistence agriculture can be traced

by noting pooulation growth and changes in oopulation distribution.

The 1,844 census put the total population of Costa Rica at 79,982,

of- which 73,92 percent livedon. the Meseta. By

1883, the distributio n Of the population had not changed much

although total population had more than doubled, with about 86.6

percent living on the Meseta. in 1916 80.2 percent of the popul-

ation still1 lived on the Meseta.

The strongest-flow of out-migration from the Meseta was

toward the PaOifi c coastal plains. The settlement pattern

followed the existing cart road to Puntarenas,, which was and still
is the most important seaport on the Pacific Ther o

flow toward the Atlantic region, induced primarily by the

establishment of banana plantations and construction of railway

facilities in the late nineteenth century. Since banana plantations

can function succesin v l solati, individuals

migrating to the bana rouigareas usuall did so forth
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specific purpose of working as hired laborers; such migrations

therefore did not result in the spread of :subsistence farming.

By 1936, the population in the Pacific lowlands showed an

increase over 1916 of 63.8 percent;, for the Atlantic lowlands

the increase was 49.3 percent; while in the Central Highlands

population increased by only 27.7 percent. Fven though the

proportion of peonle then settled outside the Meseta was still

low (23.5 percent) in absolute terms the number was becoming

considerable at around 139,600.

Several studies confirm that in most of the settled areas

outside the Meseta the major ity of the people-engage in subsistence

agriculture with a very low standard of living. A 1935 law

had established a minimum wage of 0. 25 col ones (approximately U.S.

$0.04) per hour for the laborers in the coffee farms. Although

this minimum wage was far from adequate, such legislation

diminished political pressure on the s tate, since the government

could now claim it was improving the economic situation of the

laboring class.

Ry setting a low minimum wage for the laborers on the coffee

farms and by facilitating the occupation of -and outside the Meseta

'1See UNESCO, Proyecto Piloto de Educacion Rural, (San Jos,

1952); Gregorio Alfaro, Problemas ue afectan el Desarrollo
Agropecuario en Cuatro Cantones de a 1Peninsula de Nicoya (San
Jose: Ministerio-deAgricUltura y Iaaerra, 1966) ; and eorge
Hill, regorio Alfaro, and Manuel Gollas, Un Area Rural en
Desarrollo (San ,Jose: Ciudad Universitaria, 1961+).
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(though the settlers did not acqui re legal ownership since the

titlin x12
titling procedures.were too involved and expens.ive), the state

was able. to eliminate dissension and preserve. economic and

political power.for large coffee growers.

Expans ion of .subsistene farming outside the Meseta could

hardly have proceeded without the appearance of large commercial

farms in frontier areas, These larger farms provided a source

of cash income necessary during the first stages of subsistence

farming before crops were raised.

The appearance of large landholdings resulted mainly from

,the abuse by people with economicand political power of the

variou~slaws and decrees supposedly designed, to alleviate the

pressures on government from a large segment of the population

whose economi-c and social standing was progressively deteriorat-

ing. One gretly abused law was No. 139 of July 1941. Under

this law the maximum amount of land which could be claimed was

100 hectares for.crop production and 300 for livestock raising;

the only way to get larger amounts of land was to have individuals--

usually several landless laborers-claim the maximum am.;unt and

then "buy" the claims f rom-them It is difficult to estimate how

much public land was alienated by a single individual in this

12For a detailed discussion of the problems encountered in
Ithe legaiiCzation of oy see lAfaro,

i bid.. - :..
1 3A comTmercial farm is arbitrarily defined asoeuighired

labor throughout the entire year.
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manner, but according to some estimates, thousands of hectares

were sometimes-acquired by single-landlords.

Because some landless laborers realized, that opportunities

for economic progress outside the Meseta were very limited., they

became squatters on farms in the Meseta. Public lands were

again used to solve this problem and the Law of Squatters or Law

of Exchange was passed in 1942. The government was able to take

possession of land settled by squatters and pay the actual owner

with unused national territory in another-part of the country.

Owners" whose farms in the Meseta had ilost their soil fertility or

which were, for any number of reasons, not very productive, abused

this law by hiring individuals to invade their farms, thereby mak-

ing the owners eligible for compensation. The value of these-

usually unproductive farms was then set much higher than their

true value and exchanged for public land. Since the public land

was as a rule priced far below its true value, owners could

acquire tracts of public land whose size and value were far

greater than the plots they had ."lost".

These two laws in particular were, responsible for large

landholdings in the outer provinces. Because such l.aws left the

choice of location entirely to the claimants, sites of these

large landholdings were scattered, as were the subsistence farms

which-accompanied them" This mode of settlement made difficult

the formation of demographic groups large enough to successfully

demand public services from the state.
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Population-outside the Mesetastill continues to grow much

faster than the national total. By 1963, 48 percent of the

population was settled in outer areas. The Agricultural Census

of 1963 showed that 48 oercent of Costa Rican farms were located

outside the Meseta. Yet a 1958 census of commercial activity

showed that 83.4 percent of all sales that year were made in the

Meseta, and that furthermore, 65.6 percent of all commercial

14
establishments were located in this same area. Here also lived

79.5 percent of those engaged in commerce, receiving 89.7 percent

of all profits and salaries originating from this activity. An

industrial census,1 also taken in1 shows a similar situation:

83.6 percent of all industrial capital investment was made in

the Meseta,,while 87.3 percent of those engaged in industrial

activities lived there and received 90.7 percent of all profits

.and salaries originating in the industrial sector,15

Precise-information on the alocation of public funds among

different geographical areas is lacking but concentration of

commercial and industrial activities in the Meseta indicates

that in recent years, as in the past, the state has favored the

Meseta in the provision of rublic services. This statement

14 Direccion eneral de Estadistica y Censo, I1LCenso de

Comercio en Costa Rica (San Jose: 1958)

Industrias en .. .....Costa Rica, (San .... Jose: 193. ./ ....
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strengthens an earlier one" Outside the Meseta the presence of

the state is extremely tenuous. DeSpite the lack of recent

figures for this study, "this s ituation has not changed in any

significant way; if anything, the tendency is toward an even

heavier concentration of'both private and public investments in

the central area. The new. industrial plants, largely a result of

the formation of the Central American Common Market, are generally

located to take advantage of existing social capital. This in

turn forces the government to'a]locate most of its resources to

the maintenance and expansion of the economic infrastructure in

the Central Highlands.

The growth'of the public and industrial sectors, including

commerce and services, has not been able to create enough employ-"

ment opportunities for the rapidly growing labor force, a con-

siderable proportion of which has, therefore, sought employment

opportunities in the agricultural sector.
The end result of the processwe have been analyzing is a

dual economy with a 9 rescientific, precapitalist, prestate or

subsistence sector, almost exclusively agricultural, in nature,

and a capitalist sector which includes government-and industry,

also largely of an agricultural nature but, unlike the subsistence

one, producing mainly for export.
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V. FURTHER EXPANSION OF THE DUAL ECONOMY

The preceding sectionrocess by which the

Costa Rican economy evolved from its injtial condition, with

scarcity of labor and a fair participation in the commonwealth

by the majority of its people, to recent times when a large

segment of-,the population was excluded from that 
commonwealth and

where labor became, for all practical purposes, unlimited in

supply at the legal minimum wages. The two main factors

resoonsible for this change were the decline in the 
grfwth rate

of the coffee industry, around which the economic activity of

the country was centered, and the failure of the state to re-

design its policies to create other opportunities for economic

progress. Instead. state actions tended only to eliminate or

ameliorate social pressures by providing individual laborers with

a means of subsistence in the outlying areas.

In 1943 a radical change in political philosophy took place,

rejecting Laissez-faire economics for a more dynamic concept of

as provider of economic incentives outside the coffee

industry. One line of action taken was direct state involvement

in the expansion of necessa rare thinwhich

economic activity, industry in particular, could prosper. This

step included restructuring the financial system (designed for

and controlled by: the cofeidsr lot exclusivly)i; it

became necessary to ntoaiebkngctivity inorder 
to
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16
,-Ibring about ,,requisite changes in a -relatively short.time.,1

A second-courseof: action expanded the social welfare program,

which had begun in 1942 with the first labor code and the creation

-of a sociali ecurity system to.provide medical care to low income

g roups.

The new pol1iies, however,,,have..not been successful enough

in, creating economi-opportun Ities, and expansion of the sub-

sistence sec.tor continues.

The .ndustria Sector

The industrial sector has shown relatively high rates of
growth in terms of the value of its production, but a much less

impressive performance in.. t he creation of jobs. In 1950 the in-

duS'trial sector, generated, 12.7 percent pf the GNP; it increased its

share :to ;14.4 :percent in 1956, but declined ,to 14.1 percent in
1962.-The value of the product generated by this sector grew

between '1950 ad 1962 at an average rateof 7,.4 percent per

year, while the economy as a wholegrew at an average annual rate

of A6,5percent. W1hie this value of industrial output, rose an

- 6a9verage 8.3percent per annum-between 1,950 and 1957, it, did so at

an avera gerate of only,6:,percent per year between 1958 and 1962,

and continuedto gro at a decreasing rate of 4.8 percent between

l 960k and1962 . Unf avorable developments in foreign trade and the

s ha"rp deteri:oration :of .the ,bal:ance of payments, coupled with the

See, for instance, Jenaro Valverde, Nuestro Sistema de Banca
SNacional izada '(San Jos : ;.Asamblea Legislativa, 1967).
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marked tendency of -the industrial sector to use caoital- intensive

me.thods of production, olaced aneffectivelimit on industrial

ex jansion'af ter:1953,

Several 'factors have 'influehced, the change in factor Pro-

portions in favor of capital and against labor in industrial,

activity; chief among these is lack of explicit government policies

favoring more intense use of labor in industrial production,

extensive social welfare orograms for workers whose cost is mainly

borne by employers, and an upward revision of minimum.wages

every two years. As a result, in 1950 the value 'of physical

capital per industrial worker was about 14,200 co lones (one'U.S.

dollar' = 6.62 colones), in 1962 it was 23,600 colones (both

measured in colones of 1962 purchasing power). •Consequently, the

average productivity of labor roughly measured by.dividing the

gross product of indUstry by the number of its laborers, increased

in real terms from 3,563 colones in 1950 to 13,412 colones in

1962. an average yearly increase of 3.8 percent. ,

Thus the rate of growth in the value of industrial output

of 7.4 percent oer year compares to a.yearly average per-worker

increment in production of 3.3 percent because emoloyment in this

sector grew only at-an average annual rate of 3.5 percent.

In 1950 i ndust ry emo "oyed 22,20 workers, in 19623,

workers; i.e. the i ndustr ia scowaabe ito ct, on the

average, only 1,000 new emomn t " op ..tuntie per... year. ............. durin

th is oeri od. Since thie ,anna growthrate--of ;th-e- entire l]abor forc
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averaged 3*,l percent during this period, the relative importance

of the industrial sector as employer changed very little. This

sector employed 8.2 percent of the labor force in 1950 and 8.6

percent in 1962. In other words, it has been able to absorb only

about 10 percent of the yearly increment in the labor force.

Even if industry succeeds in achieving 1965-70 grwt, ,-it~ s

cal led for by the NatIonal Planning Office, (which assumes the

creation of over 2,000 addi ti onal employment: opportunities per

year during that period) its capacity to absorb .labor:, in

relative terms (assuming the same output to labor ratio) will not

have changed drastically. The labor force since 1965 has

been growing by 15,000 persons per year compared to 10,000 for

the period- 1950-62. In other words, even if industry doubled

the -absolute number of laborers it absorbed up to, 1962, it, will

only provide jobs for 13.3 percent of the yearly Increments in

the total.labor force after 1965.

In addition, capital intensive methods of production are

placing further burdens on the international. balance of payments,

already strained by changes in the world coffee market, and by

the import of costly capital goods and equipment. Also, compulsory

contributions by employers to welfare services, plus increasing

minimum wages, have shifted the price line in favor of capital

and against l abor, and some blame for the adoption of such factor

proportions might -fall to the government. HOwever, an index
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constructedl by the-National Planning Office. showing the growth

In labor costs whichcn be attributed to the increases in minimum

wages', - be ies the notion that minimum wages can be held

responsible, to any large extent, for the trend towards more

capital intenslve methods of production, This Index, taking 1950

as the base year of 100, increased to 137.6 in 1962, When this

figure was translated- into real terms taking account of the rising

Cos t .of iving, realI minimum wages increased byonly 9.2 percent

between 1950 and 1962.17 However,, as the' Planning ffi ce i tself,:-

has poi nted out, thi s index should .be used with extreme caution,

since both the dataon which it is based and'the methodof con-

struction Ieave much' to be des i red. Furthermore, it does not.

reflec increases in labor costs due to the provision of social

welfare services.

I f, as seems to be the case, industry continues to favor

increasingly capital intensive methods of production, then growth

rates in terms either of value added or of capital investment, must

be much greater in the future if industry is :to make a more signi-

ficant contribution to the expansion of economic opportunities.

The industria sector may wel have a ved h r of

growth after 1962, rates which one may be tempted to ascribe

entirely to the Cena Amrk'after 1963. The

'Estudo del Desorrolloindoare

P re!im'inar (SanJs:Oinad anfcio,1 ),p78
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value added in industry, for Central America as a whole, increased

at about I I percent per year during the period 1962465. Cos ta

Rica showed one of the best performances of the five nations

participating in the Integration venture, transforming an

original deficit into a surplus equal to 21 percent of its intra-

18
regional sales. However, favorable Industrial growth rates foe

Central America cannot be traced entirely t the Common Market,

since ", the beginning of integration coincided with the onset

of a vigorous boom in all three primary export commodities at

once, causing merchandise exports as a whole to rise at a pace

of 11 percent per year also, It is difficult to say, therefore,

how much of the stimulus was due to the Common Market, or how

much expansionary momentum will remain once the comodity boom

has passed."

The formation of the Common Market has no doubt been a decisive

factor in attracting foreign investment to industry. Hosiever,

continued availability of foreign exchange is necessary to keep

most industries in operation, since many Industrial inputs must

be imported and, therefore, together with profit remittances, iust

be financed by,-exports of traditional rommodlties. Under these

circumstances the savings in foreign exchange through the substi-

18Hans O. Schmitt, "Labor Absorption and Economic Growth in
Central America," unpublished draft, the University of Wisconsin,
p. 12. . .. . ,;

19 Ibid., pp. 10-11,
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tution of imported consumer goods are very limited. Increased

exports of the traditional commodities, mainly agricultural,

will continue to play a very important role in the expansion

of the industrial sector. Yet it seems doubtful that traditional

exports, particularly coffee exports, will be able to grow at a

pacelpermitting industry to expand rapidly without foreign

exchange shortage. Expans Ion of coffee production already faces

land limitations, and international marketing quotas already

restrict coffee exports. Although presently no such limits

on the expansion of banana exports ex ist, organ izati*1on of owner-

ship, production and marketing of this commodity limit%, the

quantity of foreign exchange which can be secured by its export.

The size of the market is not only an Important determinant

of the productive structure of the Industrial sector., but also

a limit on its expansion. The availability of internal markets

for manufactured products was considered, before integration

became a reaIi ty, one of the most difficult problems facing

industry. The Central American Common Market partially solved

this problem, at least for light consumer goods industries using

mostly imported raw materials; such industries have in fact become

more widespread. The Common Market,, however, has not solved the

problem for more basic industries producing chemicals,, durable

cosue godadcptlgos

ven fortn industial.ativiti..esn ofpdl thoirt typeh
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availability of effective markets is again becoming a problem,

since effective demand has already been met. Nevertheless,

government and others"i nt erested in-attracting foreign investment

argue that Costa Rica, with a per- capita income close to U.S..

$400 and with industry generating only about 17 percent of the

GNP, does not face a limit on industrial expansion, since industry

usually generates about 22 percent of the GNP in countries with

similar per capita incomes. However, such an argument is not

valid because many statistical problems are involved in such

International comparisons, and because variability in income

distribution among countries is probably the most important factor

in the failure of Central American industrial sectors to develop

the full "potential" implied by per capita Income levels.

The Publ ic Sector

After 1950, the state embarked upon a program of providlng

an economic infrastructure within which industry could prosper.

It created a series of autonomous institutions with such responsib-

ilities as expanding electrical energy, modernizing and expanding

telecommunications, and increasing the water supply. Public

investment increased by approximately 670" percent in the period

1950 to 1957, boosting Its participation in total investment from

8.8 percent in 1950 to 23.1 percent in 1957. Thereafter the growth

of publ ic investment ...decl ined and for some years even became

negative as the financial situation of the government progressively
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deteriorated. .(See Table 4),W

Table 4. The Growth of Publicinvestment and Its Share in
Total Investment. ,(In millons of colones of 1962).

Total
Investment

250.7
310-03
430.9406.91

462.0
445,-*8
475.6
642,o3564.4

573.7£76.1

598. 8
651.4
704. 1
722.9
9:34.4
851 W 2

Public
investment

22.1

71*2
70.1l

107.*0
104. 9
148*6
146.5128.6

97.2
127.4
146.5
137o.9
160. 0
211.3
179 .

Public
Investment

as a percent
of total

8.8 ..
9.2
16.5
17,.2
•19.8

24*.-0
22.1
23.1
26*0
22.4
1649•21.3

22.5
19.6
22.J1
22.6
21.1

Source:
en 1966, (San

Officina de Planificacii,
Jose: 1967).

La Economra de Costa Rica

Productivity of these investment expenditures, however, has

not been high because various autonomous institutions frequently

duplicated efforts. Nevertheless, the government has had a

reasont ble degree of success 'in the expansion of social capita ,

prov i dci ng ,industrial sectcr~ with most of the services which

facilitate production, thereby reducing private outlays anidcosts.

Year

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
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This type of public investment has not resulted in greatly

expanded participation of the population in capitalistic

activities. The main reason, again, is that over 80 percent of

the new social capital is located in the Meseta, continuing the

historical pattern of unbalanced regional development but with

the important difference that now almost half the national popu-

lation lives outside this area. Furthermore, there are strong

indications that the improved infrastructure has benefited mostly

the same groups who achieved political and economic power through

the production and marketing of coffee, and whocommand the

financial resources needed to take advantage of new opportunities

created by public investments.

Perhaps the state was aware that such a pattern of public

investments would not integrate most of the population into

capitalistic economic activity, and therefore sought to extend

indirectly some benefits through a variety of welfare services.

Despite humanitarian considerations, one must consider the strong

indications that the program has been more detrimental than

beneficial as a means to greater equality of participation in the

commonwealtf. Even if it has improved inherent capabilities to

achieve economic progress and deepened available economic

opportunities for its recipients, provision of such services has

also adversely affected the expansion of opportunities.

As the number of ecOnomic opportunities has decreased relative

opportunities have grown fewer relative to the increasing population,

the number of individuals dependent on welfare programs has increased
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as shown in the growth of government consumption

which inI clude the provision of health and education facilities,

salaries of those directly working for the government, and pensions

for all former government employees with 30 years' service.

,These expenditures increased about 442 percent between 1950

and 1966. At the beginning of the period they represented 9.0

percent of total consumption; by the end, they represented 14.7

percent. Table 5 shows public consumption and its relationto

total consumption.

Table 5. Publ i c Consumption and its Share in Total Consumption.
(In millions of Colones of 1962.)

Total
con sumpt ion

1.348.5
1, 66,2
i1,661.4

1 ,897.7

2,086,3
2,219*7
2,221.3
2, 449.6
2,593.4

2,678.7
2,926.6
3,037.2
3, 385.4
3,625,02

Pub ic
con sumpot i on

121.e3
131.*9
17397
191.7
215. 1
249.w3
256.4
272.0
293.8
310.8
366.5
358.0
388. 9
464.1
446.6
511.4
534*7

Pub Ii c
consumpt ion
as a percent

of total.

9.0
9.0

10o5
10.9
1o3
12.7
12o,3
12*3
13,l2
12.7
14.1
13.6
14.o5
15*.
14.7
15.1
14,7

Source:
en 1966 (San

Oficina de Planificaci on,
Jose: 1967), p. 27.

La EConomia de Costa Rica

Year

1950
1951
1952
-1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

• i::: : . . - " ' : !'
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Some of these expenditures--education for instance--have elements

of investment,. However, such investments as literacy are

meaningless without Increased economic opportunities.

Such a growth in consumption as well as in investment

expenditures has, of course, changed the importance of the public

sector. in-the composition of the Gross National Product. In 1962,

this sector generated 10,0 percent of the G.N.P. against 5.1t pIcent

in 1950. Greater state participation in economic activity has not,

however, been so successful. in stimulating high growth rates in

per capita income, given rapid population growth, (See Table 6.)

Reasons for this sloaw growth of per capita income are found partly

in the unproductive nature of many governmentlexpenditures, and

partly in the fiscal structure, which has not permitted government
20

revenues to grow at the same pace as government expendditures.

Fiscal policies have forced the government to incur a heavy and

constant budgetary deficitI financed through loans from the

National Banking. System, thereby reducing the avai lability of

20Lewis has pointed out that, "in less developed economies
the marginal rate of taxation.should always be.considerably greater

than the average rate." However, he notes that in these countries,
"... it is. frequently the case that.the marginal rate of taxation

is below the average rate--that government receipts increaseless
rapidly than national incbne." This appears to be the case in
Costa Rica. See W. Arthur Lewis, The Theory of EconomicGrowth
(Homewood,, IIllinols-: Richard D. !.win, inc. 1955), pp.396-
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Table 6. Growth in Per Capita Income, 1950-l962.*

Relat ive
increase in

2.77
3*43
3.53
3.53
3.98
3.86
4.59
4.18
4.60
4.05
4*54
4.02

Relative
increase

in per capita
income

4.42
. 69

6. 45

3.83
6.08
0.62

3.07
-0.85
0.70
0.85
1*.53

Source: Memorias de'l Banco Central
1962.

de Costa Ri ca, 1950 to

'*Income was measured in. terms of factor costs.,

resources for private investment. Since much of this financing

came via loans from: international financial organizations, it

both contributed to the deterioration of the international balance

of payments and reduced the availability of foreign exchange for

the acquisition of capital goods.

Most of the expenditures for public investment have

been productiveexpanding economic activity, particularly in

the industrial sector, but they provided oportUnIties for

economic progress to very many Individuals. Expenditures for

education and health--though good in themselves--are of doubtful

Relative
increase
in incomeYear

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

1958'
1959
1960
1961
1962

7.35
7.20
10.24,
7.48

10.29
4.49
6.52
:7.4:3:

3.70,
4.76
5.45
5.60
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productivity if there are no concurrent opportunities to use the

improved knowledge and health in the pursuit of economic welll-

being. Health and education become largely consumption commod-

ities providing an unknown level of satisfaction to the consumers,

some of whom at least have more basic needs such as adequate

nutrition and shelter. Other expenditures are even luxurious

consumption; i.e., two months pay to each employee in December,

a practice which prevails in both the public and private sectors.

Another considerable annual outlay by government goes to the

rapidly growing government employee pension fund. These pensions

come completely from government funds, si!nce the employees con-

tribute nothing directly to pension financing. Another considerable

outlay provides for severance payments to which each public

employee is entitled at termination of employment--a month's

salary for each year he was employed. All benefits extend to all

government employees regardless of income level, resulting in

higher benefits for those with higher incomes. Furthermore, in

the case of pensions, no minimum age is required to qualify, and

many individuals start receiving a pension before the age of 50,

meanwhile holding other jobs.

The Na t i oneI Plannlng Off Ice has stated tha t these.

types of expenditures are largely responsible for the tremendous

increase in government expenditures, and are therefore partly

responsible for current government financial difficulties. 2 1

2 1 oficina de Planificacion, Oaracteristicas de la Economza
dCosta Rica 1950-1962 (San Jose: 1965).
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These welfa*re programs have had an adverse effect

on economic activity in general. Some people have argued the

contrary, saying that such government expenditures are beneficial

even if deficit-financed because they expand emp]oy A-nt, thereby

increasing the effective demand for most commodities, in turn

stimulating investment, and so on. All this may be true in a

fairly closed economy where the resulting equality of savings

and investment can automatically be realized. This is not the

case in Costa Rica.

In 1966, in relation to the Gross National Product, imports

stood at 33.3 percent. This figure clearly indicates pressures put

on the ,balance of payments by any expenditures which do not result

in import substitution or export expansion activities. No informa-

tion is available for an estimate of the relationship of imports

to per capita income except for 1962, when the figure was 0.35

for the population as a whole. The proportion of import

expenditures to income is lower in lower income groups--and

certainly much lower for those living at subs i stence Ilevels-"

than in the middle and upper income groups., Government employees

make up a substantial part of the middle income group, so that

their average expenditures for imports is likely to fall above

the average for all income groups. on the other hand, their

average exports4aenroabt nti h el f

exports i s generated ithagcuurlsector. i Thus, government

consumpt ion expend itu resi generalan those goin fourwefr
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services in particular, are detrimental, to the process of economic

growth insofar as they limit the availability of foreign exchange

by inducing-,consumption of imported goods-without at the same time

stimulating exports.

They are also detrimental to economic growth in ,n indirect

way. Since government revenues-have not kept pace with g ve1-,ef-t,-t

outlays, .the government has incurred, a persistent budgetary

deficit since 1959. Before 1959- the- government occas'ionall1y .had

a-surplus which could be used (through .. e'National Banking.System) to

help finance private investment. For instance, in 1958 the govern-

ment was left with a surplus of 11.8 million colones. Private

investment needed some 150.6 million colones of credit that year.

The National Banking System realized 53.0 million colones of

savings (outside of the above government surplus) of which it

used 9.3 million to expand banking facilities, leaving 43.7 million

of ts funds and ll,8 milli'on from government surplus to be used

in private investment. Thus savings captured by the banking

system and the public sector still fell short by about 95.1 million

colones of the sum required to finance the private investments

which took place in 1958. The,95.1 million had to be secured from

the international financial institutions. This example shows the

problems resulting from lack of automaticity in achieving equality

of savings and investment in the open Costa Rican economy. The

burden is therefore placed on the international balance of payments
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as government consumption expenditures increase'.

The problem .is agravated when government runs a budgetary

deficit, as It has done-persistently since 1958 and occasionally

before that year. The government depends a lmostexclusively on

revenues from import duties and indirect taxes. These taxes are

positively correlated with increases in per capita Income and the

ality of its distribution. On the other hand, the demand for

welfare services and hence the need for increased government

consumption expenditures are negatively correated ith ncreases

in per capita income and greater equality in its distribution.

As noted, per cap ita i ncome inCosta Rica i s growingslowly, and

some indic ons show a deteriorating income distribution. Under

such circumstances, government expenditures persistently tend to

increase out of proportion to increases in government revenues.

Accordingly public savings began to decrease. In1958 they

represented 23.7 percent of total government revenues; in 1963

they were negative, Since the government has continued to

undertake extensive public investment projects, these expenditures

had to be financed almost completely with resources from the

National Banking System andinternational financial institutions.

This situation has decreased the'overall availiabiity of investment

funds and limited the rate at which economic growth can, proceed.

In . 1967 I-the International M t ary Fund, as well 4 as M othe fi a I

ins t itutions, re fused to gran moelon to the Cos ta, Ria
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government until it' took measures to correct budgetary and balance

of payments deficits. The government did move both to increase

government revenues and to limit the expansion of the public

sector, but it is too early to say whether these measures have

been successful. Clearly, the public sector cannot continue to

grow as it has in the last decade and a half,

Possibilities for increasing employment opportunities in

the public sector are limited, There are no avaiIable employment

statistics for this sector alone, since figures of public and

services sectors have not been calculated separately. Thus the

following analysis of the historical performance of the services

sector as an employer covers the public sector and commercial

activities, as well as personal services.

In 1950., there were 70,700 individuals working in the

services sector as defined above, representing 26.8 percent of

the employed labor force of that year.22 By 1965, this number

had grown to l 21,000, representing 32.4 percent of the employed

23
labor force, giving a growth rate of employment of 4.2 percent

22These figures and the ones which follow are taken, unless
otherwise moted, from Oferta y Demanda Recursos Humanos en Centro-

america, No.6(San Joe Consejo Superior Universitario Centro-
americano, 1966).

231n 1950, an estimated 8,800 unemployed workers comprised
3.2 percent of the potential labor force, In 1965, the unemployed
intrfibered 49,200, or 11l.7 percent of the labor force.
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per year duringthis period. Between 1950 and 1963 the average

productivity of labor in the.services sector, grew at an annual
rate of 3.6 percent. Beween 1963 and 1965, however, ,this rate

became negative and was estimated at -0.2 percent per year.

The future of this sector as a source of employment does

not seem very bright. As mentioned, the public sector Is lmited
in its growth capacity and its capacity to absorb labor. Some of

the factorswhich hinder the public sector also stifle the growth

.of commercialactivity and personal services, The growth of the

latter is very much a function of the growth of per capita income,

and the growth of the former depends very heavily on the availabtl-

,ity of foreign exchange as well as on increased purchasing power.

Analysts at the Consejo Superior tniversitario Centroamericano

optimistically predictarate of growth in employment in this

sector of 3.4, percent per year for the period 1965-1974, which is

neverthelesslower than the 4.2 percent annually for 1950-1965.

They have also pointed out, however, that the relative share of the

labor force working in this sector will decrease to 31.4 percent by

1974, as against 32.4 percent in 1965. Even accepting their

n this re Costa Rica seems to'be follow path
similar to that of Uruguay, where in 1963 the services sector
employed more than 50 percent of the labor force. Also, the
: public -sector Iin Urugua is beco-ing Increasingly important as an
employer. For an exposition of the sectoral employment trends inUruguay, see Russell H.i Brannon, "'The Role of the State iin the
Agricultural Stagnation ofUruguay,', Ph.D. thes, Univriyof
Wisconsin, Madison, 1968, pp."70-77..
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predictions, the occupational structure of the population does

not appear to be changing in any dramatic way in the nearly

quarter century from 1950 to 1974. This occupational structure

was in 1950 as follows: agricultural sector, 56.5 percent of the

employed labor force; industrial sector, 16.6 percent; services
25

sector, 26.9 percent; unemployment, 3.2 percent. In 1974, it

is predicted to be as follows: agricultural sector, 48.3 perceot;

industrial sector, 20.3 percent; services sector, 31.4 percent;

unemployed, 7.0 percent.

Thus considerable evidence indicates that the agricultural

sector must continue to play a decisive role in providing employ-

ment.

25The wide disparity between employment figures in the

industrial sector by C.S.U.C.A. and those by the National
Planning Office are largely due to differences of opinion about

what activities should be classed in the industrial sector and

what in the services sector.
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VI. ROLE OF. THEAGRICULTURALSECTOR IN PROVIDING

• EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Agriculture historically and at present has been the most

important sector of the Costa Rican economy in terms of three

important economic concepts'--contribution to the Gross National

Product, capacity to generate foreign exchange, and capacity to

generate employment opportunities.

In 1950, the agricultural sector generated 39.5 percent of the:

G.N.P. By 1963, this contribution had diminished to 30.0 percent,

and by 1965 to 28.2 percent. However, agricultural foreign

exchange earnings have not changed significantly. In 1953,.

agricultural exports accounted for 94.4 percent of total exports,

and in 1962, 90.0 percent. Two traditional export commodities-

coffee and bananas--accounted for 81.0 percent of total exports in

1962. Efforts of the state to break the almost complete dependence

of the Costa Rican economy for foreign exchange on these two

commodities, particularly on coffee, have had little success.

Furthermore, exports are no longer able to provide the foreign

exchange needed to sustain growing levels of consumption and

investment,

Agricultural exports undoubtedly will continue as the most

important component of total exports, strongl y influencing, state

policies to stimulate agiutrldevelopmet. The government

has continued to support the coffee industry by assuring its proper
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financing and by providing other services to facilitate production,

such as technical assistance and aid in seeking and securing new

markets, The state has also sought to expand banana production

by encouraging domestic and foreign investment under conditions

which will bring considerably more foreign exchange earnings into

26
the economy than under the old United Fruit Company contracts.

These efforts have had limited success in that they expanded

banana plantations--but not production. Furthermore, foreseeable

expansion of the banana industry will not generate the increases

in foreign exchange required to solve balance of payments

problems and to sustain economic growth. Coffee is even less

promising for, as already noted, problems facing its production

expansion are more difficult to solve.

The state has recently, therefore, turned its attention to

other agricultural products with potential contributions to the

improvement of international trade, Means used to achieve this

expansion of exports, while sustaining high levels of consumption

for a portion of the population4 are seriously hampering the

possibilities for economic well-being among those not engaged in

the production of commodities for foreign markets. In terms of

the number of individuals concerned, this is a very important

group. In 1963, of the total number of farms reported by the

26The literature on. the activities of :the United Fruit Company
in Latin America is abundant. See, for instance, Charles Mo Wilson,
Empire in-Green and Gold (New.-York: .Henry Holt & Company, 194+7).
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Agricultural, Census of that year, only 33 percent were engaged

in either coffee, sugar cane, or cocoa production primarily for

export. Yet 70.0 percent of all the loans to agriculture by the

National Banking System in 1963 went to finance the production of

coffee, sugar cane, and cocoa.

Comparison of information from the Agricultural Censuses of

1950 and 1963 shows that the value of agricultural production grew

at a rate of 2.5 percent during this period.

However, genuine development calls not only for an expansion

of objective economic opportunities, but for a reconstruction of

existing opportunities as well.

In 1950 the proportion of Costa Rica's population classified

asrural was 66.5 percent, in 1963, 65.5 percent. The proportion

of the labor force engaged in agriculture was 56.5 percent in

1950J, 50.0 percent in 1963. Unemployment, for the economy as a

whole, increased by almost l. percent, boosting the percentage of

the unemployed from 3.2 percent to 7.0 percent of the labor force

over 1950-63. Clearly the relative decrease in employment in the

agricultural sector has not been compensated for by-a relative

increase in employment in other sectors.

Previous analysis demonstrated that either agriculture had

absorbed about 60 percent of the increments in the labor force

between 1950 and 1963, or that unemployment had increased since

industry absorbed only 10 percent of tha .icrmetand services

-in clIud ing government, took approximatl 29per cent. AgrFi culture
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employed only 38 percent of the labor So that' 23 percent remained

unemployed.

However, changes in the total area under cultivation together

with an increase in the number of farms in the 195094963 period

might suggest that agriculture had absorbed .more labor. The

tuati on becomes even more contrad ictory given the traditional

permissive attitude of the state toward the occupation of the

public lands.

In 1950- there were 2,592.,220 manzanas (I manzana 0.70

hectares) under various forms of cultivationj while in 1963 there

were 3)815,352 manzanas, an increment of almost 47 percent. The

1950 Agricultural Census gives 47,286 as the total number of farms;

thus the average farm size iS 514.4 manzanas. The 1963 census puts

the total number of farms at 64,621 and, therefore, the average

size of farm at 59.04 manzanas.

Relating these figures to the number of agricultural workers

in census years, one finds for 1950 about 17 manzanas per

agricultural worker', and for 1963 about 19.56 manzanes per worker.

The increase in the labor force and the increase in the number

of farms in this same period together indicate that each new farm

has 2.7 workers, bringing down the average number of workers per

farm from 3.1 in 1950 to 3.0 in 1963.- This reduction in .he

average number of workers per farm may not seem very significant

in itself, bui considering the increase of a little over 8 percent

in average size of farm, the figure translates into an increase
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of 15 percent i-n the number of manzanas per worker.

Why and how has this reduction in the average number of

wo rke rs per farm and the. average number of workers per Land unit

taken place?

Interviews with approximately 300 farmers from most areas

of the-country indicate the possible existence of several

interesting and serious trends, First approximately 70 percent

of the interviewed farmers who regularly used hired labor

throug.hout the yearor had done so in the past, had in fact

reduced labor inputs per unit of land after 1950. This reduction

va ri ed, considerably seemedto be-related primarily to the

p-rincipal crop, although in some cases the productive structure

of the farm itself has been changed by increasing the relative

importance of activities demanding less labor per land unit.At

any rate, reductions in the use of labor per unit of land varied

from about .20 percent to 60 percent. Highest reductions were

generally found at farms producing exclusively dairy products

and these were achieved in all cases by changing the system of

producing fodder, Earlier basic green feeds were primarily

.annualcrops which had to be planted, cultivated, cut, and chopped

but now permanent pastures are used as the only source of green

feed. These pastures need little care, apart from occasional

applica sof fertiizer,ro t utting

and chopping. The yields and tenutrtional values of these

pastures seem no lower thnths scre frmana rp, so the
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value of production per land unit has not decreased.

At the other extreme, the lowest reductions, with some

exceptions, were associated with farms engaged primarily in beef

production which had the highest land-labor ratio to begin with.

Other farms are substituting capital for labor by using

mechanical means to plant, cultivate, and harvest crops,

particularly in Guanacaste on the Pacific coastal plain, where

the topography allows extended and efficient use of machinery in

producing various crops, particularly cotton, rice, and corn.

Tractor use in this region increased 12.3 times, mechanical

planters 15.4 times, and mechanical harvesters 14 times between

1955 and 1963.

Even coffee farms showed a reduction in labor inputs,

primarily by substituting herbicides for manual tools, and by

using coffee varieties which require less pruning. Heavier

reductions have been carried out in the processing and selection

of the coffee bean. In one instance, the use of labor in the

selection of the processed coffee beans was reduced by over 90

percent through the installation of a mechanical selector,

There may be, then, a movement away from labor intensive

methods of production, at least on some commercial farms (defined

as ones using hired labor throughout the year). 'Farmers who had

reduced labor input per unit of land were asked the reasons for

such a decision, and about 64 percent of those responding mentioned

K
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either one or both of the following factors: 1) Enforcement of

increasing minimum wages and of the labor code in general; and

2) additional cost of compulsory contributions to the welfare

programs,'now extended to most regions,

Another factor mentioned was the relative ease of obtaining

credit for certain labor-saving activities, notably on beef

production, which has expanded greatly; the increment in grazing

land accounted for approximately +9 percent of the total increment

in farm land between 1950 and 1963. Favorable credit terms for

the purchase of farm machinery also provide incentive 
for heavier

mechan izat i on.

If the commercial subsector is not providing enough employment

opportunities, where do landless farm laborers go? Many go to new

areas where they hope to occupy a plot of public landq and in most

cases they become subsistence farmers. This is why and how the

agricultural sector as a whole has absorbed additional workers,

even in the.face of an increasing land to labor ratio. One new

area visited, consisting mostly of subsistence farms, showed a

Oopulation increase. of 8 percent between 1950 and 1963. Most of

the farmers interviewed had come there because they could not

find employment in settled areas.

Area planted to corn increased by 7.3 percent between 1950 .

and 1963, wh ile total 1 corn production decreased by 8.46 percent.

This happened in the face of corn yield increases Rer land unit

of over 50 percent on soe commnercial farms. Corn is af chief
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product on subsistence farms, and various studies show that corn

yields on these farms are verylow. Thus a decrease in the total

production of corn, despite an increase in the area planted to it,

may indicate an expansion of subsistence farming, Average labor

productivity in agriculture decreased by almost one percent per

year between 1963 and 1965 despite increased mechanization and

greater amounts of land per unit 
of labor, which points to

increasing average productivity of labor in the commercial

subsector. if all this is true, then the distribution of income

is rapidly deteriorating in the agricultural sector.

Thus, economic .rowth i n the agricultural sector has not

meant economic deveIopment in terms of a restructur ing and

expansion of economic opportunities.
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VII0 THE NATURE OF SUBSISTENCE AGRICULTURE

IN tCOSTA RICA

Very little of literature on the nature of subsistence

agriculture distinguishes between traditional subsistence

agriculture and non-traditional forms of subsistence agriculture.

Both are basically characterized as systems in which land and

labor have very low marginal and average productivities and in

which things are done in an unscientific and customary way.

Traditional agriculture has been defined as follows:

All agricultural sectors in which the state of the
arts and the state of preferences - and motives ffor

holding and acquiring agricultural factors as sources

of income streams have remained approximately constant
for a long period--long enough for suppliers and
demanders of agricultural factors to have arrived
years ago at a particular long-run equilibrium--
belong in this class. 2 7

According to this definition, much of the subsistence agri-

culture found in Costa Rica is not traditional. The basic

characteristic of traditional agriculture is its state of economic

equilibrium "based on the state of the arts underlying the supply

of reproducible factors of production, the state of preference and

motives underlying the demand for sources of income, and the period

of time in which these two remain constant", this period of time

27T. W. Schultz, Transfo Traditiona Agriculture (New
Haven: Yale University Press," p . -
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being ."one or more generations." 2 8  Costa Rica has subsistence

agriculture as the term is usually understood; i.e., economic

units are self-sufficient In that they produce most of what they

consume, have very little surplus production and hence a very

limited participation in the market, and the productivity of labor

is so Jlow that i't allows only a subsistence level of living.

Yet CostaRican subsistence agriculture is not traditional

because the people in this sector, particularly those living

outside the Meseta Central,are oriented toward economic change

and development,. Obviously their expectations are not being

fu I fi 11 ed.

This distinction has important policy implications because

the urgency of accelerating agricultural development within the

restrictions of scarce development resources demands a clear

understanding, of the nature of the different types of subsistence

agriculture.

The. people of Costa Rica have had in increasing numbers to

find economic opportunities outside the Meseta Central. This

rather recent occurrence is due mainly to demographic growth,

Most subsistence agriculture is found in recently settled areas

outside the Meseta Central. Many of the migrant farmers from the

Meseta Central had worked as hired labor on modern farms using

28 I!bid-, P. 31.
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techn i cal Imethods of production.29 Present subs istence farmers

exposed to such methods cannot be considered to come from the

"traditional" sector, and their nw activity as subsistence 
farmers

cannot be considered a mere transplantation of an old system 
to a

new area. Their economic decisions are not based on past

experience, for this is a new experience for them. Not only must

they deal with different climatic and soil conditions, but also with

a very different social and economic environment. Migration

outside the Meseta and into the Atlantic or the Pacific coastal

plains is in many cases equivalent to being excluded from the

economic system; i.e., before they moved settlers e

basic state services as health and education, as well as a certain

security of expectations provided by labor legislation.

Migration to the frontier demands a period of adjustment and

struggle in a new total environment, For most, some source of off"

farm employment is necessary before the first crop is harvested.,

since credit or savings are usually nonexistent..This source 
of

employment and income is invariably provided by commercial farms.

Settlers must devise new methods of survival which may be un-

scientific, pre-market and pre-state, but which are not traditional

(i.e., methods to which they adhere by family Cust:M) Reversion

n ht nint se &Jimenez,
29For empirical evidence on this poit.eeW..im .e .

Mi gra ci ones !nternas en Cot.ia.Wsigtn..C. no
Pa namer ica na, 1i956), pp.....5-9....
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to more primitive methods is a temporary adjustment to a new

environment or at least is so regarded by the settlers.

Whether the adjustment is in fact temporary is a question of

great interest, central to the process of economic development in
these areas. If it is temporary economic development or economic

demise occurs depending on the forces bringing about change; if it

is nottraditional subsistence agriculture sets in. Downward

revision of expectations is the most important step toward establish-

ing and maintaining a traditional subsistence agriculture. This

notion is an empirically testable proposition involving a change

in behavior. In Dewey's terminology what is involved here is a

change from 'desiring" to "wishing", from the desire for economic

growth expressed by activity and effort to wishing for economic

30growth with no effort in that direction. in some areas settled

for a number of years where there seemed to be no economic growth, as

evidenced by the prevalence of subsistence farming, the interviewed

farmers said that nothing they can do will change the existing state

of affairs. They have stopped trying.

As pointed out earlier, however, much of the subsistence

agriculture in Costa Rica is not represented" by the situations just

described. However, a process of constant upward revision of

expectations and rising levels of achievement must be achieved if

30 See John Dewey, Theory of Valuation (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1939).
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development is to, take..place. The most necessary condition is

obviously achievement of certa i n expectations.

The mos- t comnon reason .for migrating outside the Meseta

is to .acqui re a piece of public land by occupation or to buy the

right to. occupy the land from an earlier occupant. These migrants

equate the ,right to land use with economic,, opportunity and hence

regard land as the means to economic grawth. In their place of

orig i n , .possess ion of land is in fact objective economic opportunity.

But land can only be.productive in correct proportion to other

factors -of -production: capital, labor, management, and accessibility

to markets. Enlarging and proportioning these factors 
is the best

-Yway to. ensure economic growth.

Even if subsistence farmers were considered efficient in

proportioning production factors, economic growth would not be

assured., Subsistence farmerswould also have to enlarge these

factors in a continuous process. So long as farmers produce for

use value only-, no physical capital is created, which then becomes

the limiting factor of production.

- That land is not the limiting factor of producton in

"frontier" subsistence agriculture is shown by two prior studies

as well asfieldobservation in the present study. Table 7 shows

the number of hectares cultivated for all crops in four tenure

groups in San Vito. i'..
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Table-7. Land Use and Tenure, San Vito, Costa Rica, 1964

Area Cultivated Area not Cultivated
Average Average

in Percent in "ercent
Tenure group hectares of total hectares of total

Costa Rican owner 4.0 7.0 56.9 93.0

Italian owner 10.7 35.0 19.8 65.o

Occupant 4.0 11.6 30.8 88.4

Squatter 2.4 18.8 I0.4 81.2

SouArce: Kil, George, Manuel Gollas, and Gregor i o
Un Area Rural en Desarrollo (Ciudad Universtaria, Costa

164).

Al fa ro.,
Ri ca,

A study by UNESCO in three areas where subsistence agricul-

ture is prevalent yielded similar results as seen in Table 8.

Table 8. Farm Size, Land Use and Immigration, All Tenure
Groups of Three Subsistence Areas, Costa Rica, 1952

Average area.
not cultivated

-Average size, in- hectares, Immigration
of farm as percent of as percent

Zone -inhectares total area of population
Frailes 9.8 76.8 43.5

Va l le General 11.7 81.3 62.0

Nicoya -12.2 74,9 61.0

Source: UNESCO, Proyecto Pilato de Educacion Rural (San
Jose. 1952).
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The uncultivated land in this survey is completely idle

and is not used for any purpose, even shifting cultivation.

Under situations characterized In Tebles 7 and 8., the formation

of physical capital stops-after the minimum production for-sub-

sistence is secured. As long as the farm does not provide sub-

sistence for the farmer and his family, he will have to work as

a part-timelaborer on a commercial farm. In order to free

himself from being a hired laborer, the farmer will continue the

process of land clearing. Up to that point the expected beneficial

behavior of other people is not taken into consideration in his

decision to invest. When minimum subsistence needs are secured

and a surplus could arise, it is not expected uses of production

but expected transactions on the markets which become the main

variable influencing investment decisions. This critical point

in the development process is the time whent technical production

methods could-more easily be introduced. When the "right" con-

ditions do not exist, however, production of cash crops and the

integration of the farm-into an exchange or credit economy is

impossible. Stateaction should be taken to promote economic

development in subsistence farming areas. Faci l itating:develop-

ment is less difficult when individuals are actively looking

for ways to improve their economic well-being than when economic

progress is regardedas an impossibletask. ..Thusfthe statecould

promote economic development in ,these ....areas without committing
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large amounts of its scarce financial resources,

Spcifically, if the state provides a certain degree of

security of expectations to the subsistence farmers-- if working

rules are established to assure farmers adequate return for their

efforts and if certain services are provided to increase pro-

ductivity--then production in these areas will certainly increase

providing funds for provision of public services to further faci-

I itate production.

Insecurity of tenure Is one of the main sources of insecurity

of expectations. When a farmer has no tenure security, he tends

to engage in exploitive farming rather than in investment-oriented

agriculture. Improper exploitation of land not Only results in

low rates of capital formation but also in rapid deterioration of

soil fertility, perpetuating low levels of production and income.

One study in a frontier area showed that incomes of. farmers

with legal land titles were almost 100 percent higher than incomes
31

of farmers occupying a plot of similar size wi thout legal titles.

Yet the Instituto de Tierras y Colonizacion has estimated that in

1963 there were approximately 17,000 plots occupied without legal
32

title, involving some 246,000 hectares. In other words, about

25 percent of all farms in Costa Rica in 1963 were not legally owned.

3 1Hill, Alfaro, and Goll"s" op. cit., p. 26.
3 2 These figures are quoted in Caracteristicas de Ia Actividad

A Lppecuaria enCosta Rica (San Jo-"Ofcn Ia ilnficacion,
1965), pp. 177-181. it is not clear whether these plots were ..
counted as farms in the 1963 agricultural census.
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In areas where subsistence agriculture is relatively widespread,

this percentage is much higher.,Inthe province of Guanacaste,

about 50 percent of the farms were occupied without. legal title.

Even though there are procedures whereby a legal title can be

obtained, the-costs in terms of money and effort are excessively

high, relative to most farmers', especially most migrant farmers'

incomes., The average .cost of titling is about U.S. $150, and six

months to a year of continuous effort. 33 These procedures could

be cons iderably s implified and made less costly if localIgovern-

ments were empowered to admnister them.

Another important factoris that subsistence farmers receive

little. or no technicalassistance., The Agricultural Extension

Service, , administratively and financially dependent on the central

government through the Ministry of Agriculture, had in 1965 only

.33 agents for a total of 64,621 farms. Again, -the provision of

technical services could be the responsibility of local governments,

coordinated through a central agency.

Mostsubsistence areas lack public facilities and services,
such as roads.,schools, hospitals, etc. Almost none of these

areas expect the central government to provide such facilities,

due to lack of effective representation in the central government--

subsistence farmers do not have political citizenship. As matters

stand noA, local governmentshave little political power a depend

finncaly n hecentral government. Provision ofpubli

33Hill, Alfaro, Golls op.cit
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services by the local government depends on the amount and the

manner in which funds are allocated to them by the central

government. Even if individuals in general can actively partici-

pate in local government, this participation does not assure them

political citizenship.

If the local governments were made more independent financially,

and if they were allowed to decide the amount and kind of public

services to provide to their respective communities, based on

their own ability to finance such services, then tax collection

would be less difficult, Individuals presumably pay taxes more

willingly for local services which they can see and control.

Furthermore, the ability of the people in these areas to pay taxes

would progressively increase as production increases were facili-

tated by public services and reasonably secure expectations. In

particular an individual should have the right to call on local

government to enforce working rules which protect his liberty and

34+opportuni ties.

Of course, existing climatic and soil conditions of some

34 Commons distinguishes between a citizen's remedial and sub-
stantive powers. The remedial are those empowering a citizen to
call upon the state to remedy wrongful acts against him; substantive
powers are reflected in the capacity of the citizen to call upon the
state to make his own will effective in lawful acts, such as the
use of the powers of the state to collect debts or prevent
trespass. In general, the freedom of the citizen is made meaning-
ful and effective by the remedial and substantive powers. John
R. Commons, Legl Foundations of Capitalism (New York: The
Macmillan Company, !936), pp. 1O8-121.
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areas do not provide a basis for permanent, investment-oriented

agriculture, at least under current technology This is the

case for, much of the Atlantic r. n where tropical rain forests

.predominate. These areas should, at least at present, be protected

from spontaneous settlements, since settlers in these areas have

resorted to extensive use of shifting cultivation. Such practices

render. relatively large amounts of land useless for future pro-

duction. It is difficult, under population pressure, to prevent

.people:from subsisting, wherever they can. However, if other

areas with.a, base for permanent investment-oriented agriculture

can- provide more employment through higher rates of economic

development).the .present need to use the rain forest areas may

be reduced.,

Balanced. regional development may more easily be, induced by

giv ing more power and greater financial independence to local

governments,. They ,should be allowed to establish local working

rules that are more closely fitted to the needs of each particular

area. The .general idea is to provide greater opportunities for

the attainment of political citizenship through greater participa-

tion in local government.. If political citizenshIp is extended,

economic citizenship will more easily follow, since individuals

can command the beneficial actions of local government. "


